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REPORT2019
NNRG celebrated India's 73 Independence with great zeal and patriotic fervor. Director of the
institution Dr.C. V.Krishna Reddy hoisted the tricolour, followed by the national anthem&
patriotic songs. The Director of the institution addressed the gathering that change comes within
if one wants to develop the country one should start from his/her home. He advised students to
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rededicate themselves to their goal so that they can contribute for the countries growth. Everyone
should work with utmost sincerity to make our institute proud by achieving good career which
intum helps countries development. The Dean SOE Dr.G.Janardhana Raju addressed students to
remember the struggle of freedom fighters in getting the day in reality and asked all the students
to struggle hard to achieve their goals. The Dean Pharmacy hasDr.C.H Krishna Mohan in his
speech said that every parent should instill patriotism in their children from the childhood which
makes them realize their responsibilities towards the country.step in developing our country. The
Dean Management Dr.T.Ravindhra Reddy addressed the gathering and said students should use
the different opportunities provided by the government to establish themselves as entrepreneurs
and start their own startups which will support the country's growth.
Thirteen Student participants have given motivational speeches on freedom fighters, Gandhiji &
his Few students and teachers sang patriotic songs. All the teaching, non teaching staff was
present on the occasion.
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